
GT Learning
Plan

Phase I Campuses:
Burton Elementary

Cornerstone Elementary
Heritage Rose Elementary

E. A. Jones Elementary
Jordan Elementary
Neill Elementary

Scanlan Oaks Elementary
Crockett Middle School

Fort Settlement Middle School
Austin High School
Bush High School

P A R E N T  G U I D E

2020
2021



Each student will have
child-specific goals that
support their academic
needs and
social/emotional needs.
(At least one academic
goal and one affective
goal (social/emotional)
goal will be developed. 
A designated teacher will
identify 5 research-based
strategies to support
student classroom
achievement and to
support fulfillment of the
student’s goals.

What is the
GT Learning Plan?  
A GT Learning Plan is a

written record, as outlined in
the Texas State Plan for the

Education of Gifted and
Talented Students and is
recommended for all GT

students in order to “detail
the individual gifted and

talented needs and
services.” Fort Bend ISD

requires a learning plan for
all identified GT students.

What are the two essential
components of a GTLP?

Are GT Learning Plan Goals graded? 
The process of creating the goals is not graded, but
completed products or outcomes of the goals may be.
GTLP goals identify specific areas of interest and/or
personal growth that a student identifies in collaboration
with teacher(s) and parent(s) or guardian(s). The goals
help provide the student with a plan that details how to
progress within the GT program services provided in a
general education classroom setting that are specific to
their area of interest and/or personal growth.

How will having a GT Learning Plan benefit my
child?
By inviting students to reflect on where they think they
need to improve both academically and affectively, we
hope that students can begin to take ownership of their
learning. This also provides teachers and other support
staff with a more complete picture of individual students,
which will in turn help in providing differentiation of
instruction and mental health assistance that each student
may need.

We received information about this last year. 
Will this year be different? How?
Last year, FBISD conducted a district-wide rollout of GT
Learning Plans. While some campuses and teachers
clearly communicated the GTLP process and rationale to
students and their families and many students created
exemplar goals, for a large portion of the district this
unfortunately was not the case. This year the GT
Department decided to take a step back and reset by
holding additional staff trainings and rolling out the GTLPs
to a small number of campuses first. This way, we can
ensure that each step of the GTLP process is clearly
communicated with staff, parents, and students to ensure
the GTLPs serve as effective tools in our GT-trained
teachers' toolkits.

Examples of goals and
research-based

strategies, will be
available on our website

the week of 
September 21, 2020.



How did the district select the campuses who will be re-introducing the
GT Learning Plan program in 2020-21? 
The Gifted and Talented Department researched the implementation of the GT
Learning Plans on each campus in 2019-20. Based on these findings, the GT
Department identified campuses that were not participating in multiple pilot
programs or other initiatives that would limit their capacity to participate fully in the
GT Learning Plan sampling process. Campuses at the elementary, middle, and
high school levels were included.

When will I get more detailed information on this re-introduction?
The Gifted and Talented Department is anticipating that a number of questions will
arise as we work through this process with our parents and students.  We are
currently developing a FAQ and comprehensive program guide which will be
available on the website in September. We have plans to create a parent training
video as well.  Following that, parents will be invited to a virtual meeting hosted by
the GT Department, as well as to specific campus meetings.  We encourage you to
send any questions you may have to the GT Department at
gtfbisd@fortbendisd.com so that we may address them in future communications. 

Gifted and Talented Website

Fort Bend ISD Gifted and Talented, 16431 Lexington Blvd., Sugar Land, TX  77479     (281) 634-1143

@FBISDGT

http://www.fortbendisd.com/gifted
http://twitter.com/fbisdgt

